Thank you! These are words we simply can’t say enough. The work Sycamore Land Trust accomplishes is made possible by our members, and we’re happy to say that we are stronger than ever. Thanks to you and more than 1,130 other donors across southern and central Indiana, Sycamore has forever saved 9,700 acres of land (and counting!), restores habitat for native species, and reaches more than 6,800 people a year through environmental education programs. And many more thousands of people enjoy the great outdoors by hiking and visiting our public nature preserves each year.

To see a PDF of our 2018 Impact Report, visit sycamorelandtrust.org/impact. On our website you’ll also find lots of useful information, such as nature preserves to visit and upcoming outdoors events. We hope to see you at a Sycamore event soon, and hope you will continue your membership for many years.

In this document you’ll find a comprehensive list of all Sycamore donors and volunteers from 2018. If you believe we’ve made an error, please let us know.

Contact: info@sycamorelandtrust.org, 812-336-5382
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Sycamore Land Trust
Protecting land, restoring habitat, and connecting people to nature in southern Indiana since 1990.

Cover photo: planting trees with students at Unionville Elementary School in Bloomington, IN.
These donors (individuals and family foundations) made gifts totaling $1,000 or more.

**Visionary ($15,000 and above)**
Anonymous
Marian Armstrong*
Martha Barclay-Giel*
Darlene Gerster
Namaste Foundation
Ropchan Foundation
Raymond Foundation
Laura Hare Charitable Trust
Vectren Foundation, Inc.
Sam Shine Foundation, Inc.
Clara L Thompson Trust
Don and Betsy Whitehead*
Loren Wood Builders

**Trail Blazer ($5,000 – $14,999)**
Anonymous (2)
Tim & Mary Ann Dunfee
James F. Fielder Trust
Johnson Ventures
Greg and Sue Meyer
Ann Nolan
Bill and Kathleen Oliver
Ryan and Tyler Prall
Scott and Ruth Sanders
Bob Taylor
Robert J. and Judy Decker Wargel

**Naturalist ($1,000 - $4,999)**
Mark Adams
Matt and Eva Allen
Anonymous
Malcolm H. Brown and John W. Clower
Joe Buehler
Bill Bussing
William and Becky Campbell
Tracy Chapman
Dan and Debbi Conkle
Geoff and Karen Conrad
Michael Conway
Dorothy Danak
Mike and Betty Davis
Sandy and Dennis Davoren
Jim and Brenda DeCoursey
William and Nancy Ditzler
Mike Edgeworth
Katie Edmonds and Sam Tobin-Hochstadt
Elaine Caldwell Emmi and Phil Emmi
Linda and Carmen Felicetti
Steve and Connie Ferguson
Bill and Becky Freeman
Ben and Cathy Fulton
David Fulton*
Kristi Gibbs
Chris Hahn
Chris and Britt Harmon
Lorenz Family Charitable Trust
Stephen Higgs and Alice Reed
Cassie Howard
Rod and Marsha Humphrey
George Huntington
Bob Jacobi and Freddi Stevens-Jacobi
James G. Jenkins
Jenny Johnson
Rick and Alice Johnson
Sylvia and Jack King
Jaydene & Mike Laros
Fred Lorenz and Mary Jane*
Joseph and Rachel Manley
Chip Methvin and Caitlin McClelland Methvin
Del and Letty Newkirk
Robert and Donna Ormiston
Carol Pettys
Karen Pitkin RE/MAX Realty Professionals
Steven and Jane Pratt
Nancy Ralston
Kathy Ruesink
Lee Sterrenburg
Judy Stewart and Michael Fulton
Gregg and Judy Summerville
Teresa Swift and Thomas Bennett
Tom Tarzian and Cathy Steele
Laura Knudson and Jason Tennesen
Andrew and Martha Thieneman
Judith and Maynard Thompson
Dennis and Rebecca Tibbetts
Terry Usrey
Marcia Veldman
Maria & Paul Viterisi
Bill and Mary Weeks
Larry and Carol Weingartner
Pam Whitehead
Peter and June Whitehead
Arlie and Carol Williams
Tom Zeller

*Deceased

**- Legacy Circle -**

These donors have listed Sycamore Land Trust as a beneficiary in their wills or estate plans. For more information, visit sycamorelandtrust.org/legacy-circle.

Patricia Abplanalp*
Mark Adams
Annette Alpert and Darrell Haile
Anonymous (2)
Jan Armstrong
Marian Armstrong*
Mike & Beverly Baker
John and Susan Hollis Bassett
Sarah Baumgart & Bill Lozowski
Phil and Ruthann Berck
Jeffrey Stant and Mary Bookwalter
Helen Caldwell*
Joe Collins
David Porter*
Jim Diehl
William and Nancy Ditzler
Bob and Joann Dodd
Edward Champa*
George Ewing*
Christian and Paige Freitag
Nancy Callaway Fyffe
Darlene Gerster
Charlotte Ghurye*
Donald and Mita Glass
Henry Gray
Stephen C. and Vera S. Grubbs
Chun-Fang Bettina Hahn
Lawrie Hamilton
Barbara Hanawalt
Dell Harmsen
Samuel P. Hays*
William H. Hays, III
Joyce Hendrix
Dawn Hewitt
Stephen Higgs and Alice Reed
Bill and LuAnne Holladay
Rob and Joan Hongen
George Huntington
Jenny Johnson
Rick and Alice Johnson
Marvin Keenan
Donald and Linda Knotts
George and Cathy Korinek
Laura and Aaron Lamb
Scott Loman
Sally MacLeod
Judy Malschick
Nan McKinley
Vicky Meretsky
Phil and Jackie Merk
Greg and Sue Meyer
Robert and Donna Ormiston
Nathan Pate and Janet Kennedy
Carol Petty
Reza Pishgahi and Lois Hutter-Pishgahi
Patti Pizzo
David Porter*
Charlotte Reeves*
Mary Kay Rothert
Elizabeth & Chuck Ruh
James Shearn and Scott Loman
Donna Stanley
Lee Sterrenburg
Judy Stewart and Michael Fulton
Melinda Swenson and Carol McCord
Maria & Paul Viterisi
Carolyn Waldron
Patricia Walne*
Bill and Mary Weeks
Larry and Carol Weingartner
Myriam Revel Wood
Sheryl Woodhouse
Tom Zeller
Deborah Zera
- Sycamore Sustainers -

These donors have elected to make monthly, automatic donations, which helps us plan for the future. If you would like to set up a monthly donation, call 812-336-5382 ext. 100 or visit sycamorelandtrust.org/donate.

Mark Adams, Certified Financial Planner, Bill C Brown Associates  
Michael and Catherine  
John Branigin and Eric Branigin  
Kevin and Laura Brown  
Joyce Jordan Cassal  
Natalie and Tim Colvin  
Thomas G Doak  
Andrew R. Durkin  
Susan and Tom Dyar  
Elaine Caldwell Emmi and Phil Emmi  
Ron and Camille Ennis  
Linda and Carmen Felicetti  
Jim and Andrea Ferguson  
Gwen Florida  
Flynn-Wittmann Family  
Karen and Rich Gotshall  
Dave and Mary Hall  
Pat Hastings  
Susan N. Hathaway  
Sandra Hernshaw  
Steve and Cassie Howard  
George Huntington  
Vern and B Watt Jorck  
Iza and Padraic Kenney  
Jeff and Lily Kleinlein  
Christy & Chad Langley  
David and Sharon Larson  
Chad and Jennifer Lewis  
John and Karen Lindsey  
William and Cindy Lonnberg  
George and Rebecca Mankowski  
Sandy and Betty  
Dan and Linda McNabb  
Marsha Minton  
Jeremy Nation and Rebecca Swanson  
Nancy Owen  
Rita Paschke  
Nathan Pate and Janet Kennedy  
Dave and Beth Perney  
Reza Pishgahi and Lois Hutter-Pishgahi  
Dan and Michele Pollock  
Jay and Joni Powell  
Linda Raymond and Michael Cain  
Austin Roach  
Patriciaann Romine  
Emily Rosolowski and Jason Kasza  
David and Beth Rupp  
Joe Ryan  
Deborra Sanders and Willowbei Eversole  
Hannah Schertz  
James Shearn and Scott Loman  
Mark and Kathy Sheehan  
Marion Sinclair  
Ryan and Heather Singleton  
Eliot and Pamela Smith  
Linda B. Smith  
David Polly and Rebecca Spang  
Laura Knudson and Jason Tennessen  
Eli and Emily Trinkle  
Jill and Bryan Vance  
Maria & Paul Viterisi  
Jerry & Elisabeth Weger  
Michael & Gwen White

- Land Donors -

These donors contributed land to Sycamore for preservation. If you’d like to know more about protecting your land, contact John Lawrence at john@sycamorelandtrust.org. Information about our nature preserves is at sycamorelandtrust.org/find-a-preserve.
- Donors -

$20,000 to $49,999
Anonymous
Marian Armstrong
Martha Barclay-Giel
Clara L. Thompson Trust
Duke Energy Foundation
Darlene Gerster
Indiana Department of Natural Resources
Laura Hare Charitable Trust
Namaste Foundation
NRCS Bloomington Service Center
Ropchan Foundation
Raymond Foundation
Sam Shine Foundation, Inc.
Vectren Foundation, Inc.
Don and Betsy Whitehead
Loren Wood Builders
Wylie Foundation, Inc.
Malcolm H. Brown and John W. Clower
Joe Buehler
Bunger & Robertson
Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Bill Bussing
William and Becky Campbell
CFC Properties
Tracy Chapman
Color Theory LLC
Dan and Debbi Conkle
Geoff and Karen Conrad
Michael Conway
Dorothy Danak
Mike and Betty Davis
Sandy and Dennis Davoren
Jim and Brenda DeCoursey
William and Nancy Ditzler
Eco Logic
Mike Edgeworth
Katie Edmonds and Sam Tobin-Hochstadt
Elaine Caldwell Emmi and Phil Emmi
Linda and Carmen Felicetti
Steve and Connie Ferguson
Fowler Tree Services, Inc.
Bill and Becky Freeman
Ben and Cathy Fulton
David Fulton
Gnarly Tree Sustainability Institute
Kristi Gibbs, Century 21 Scheetz
Chris Hahn
Harmony Gardens
Chris and Britt Harmon
Stephen Higgs and Alice Reed
Cassie Howard
Hoosier Heights
Rod and Marsha Humphrey
George Huntington
IU Health Bloomington
Bob Jacobi and Freddi Stevens-Jacobi
James G. Jenkins
J.L. Waters & Company
Jenny Johnson
Rick and Alice Johnson
Sylvia and Jack King
Laura Knudson and Jason Tennessen
Jaydene & Mike Laros
Fred Lorenz and Mary Jane

$5,000 to $19,999
Anonymous (2)
Bloomingfoods Market & Deli
Blueline
Climate Ride
Tim & Mary Ann Dunfee
James F. Fielder Trust
Johnson Ventures
Limestone Post
Greg and Sue Meyer
Ann Nolan
Bill and Kathleen Oliver
Ryan and Tyler Prall
Scott and Ruth Sanders
Bob Taylor
Robert J. and Judy Decker Wargel

$1,000 to $4,999
Mark Adams, Certified Financial Planner™, Bill C Brown Associates
Matt and Eva Allen
Anonymous (2)
Bledsoe Riggert Cooper James
Bloom Magazine
Bluestone Tree Service
Bounds Flooring Inc.
Lorenz Family Charitable Trust
Joseph and Rachel Manley
McCrea and McCrea, Attorneys At Law
Chip Methvin and Caitlin McClelland Methvin
Monroe Convention Center
National Financial Services LLC
Network for Good
Old National Bank
Del and Letty Newkirk
Oliver Winery
Robert and Donna Ormiston
Carol Pettys
Steven and Jane Pratt
Nancy Ralston
Kathy Ruesink
Sarkes and Mary Tarzian Foundation, Inc.
Lee Sterrenburg
Judy Stewart and Michael Fulton
Gregg and Judy Summerville
Teresa Swift and Thomas Bennett
Tom Tarzian and Cathy Steele
Andrew and Martha Thieneman
Judith and Maynard Thompson
Dennis and Rebecca Tibbetts
Upland Brewing Co.
Terry Usrey
Marcia Veldman
Visit Bloomington
Maria & Paul Viterisi
Bill and Mary Weeks
Larry and Carol Weingartner
Whitehead Foundation
Pam Whitehead
Peter and June Whitehead
Arlie and Carol Williams
World Arts Printing
Tom Zeller

Andrew R. Durkin
Allan and Ann Edmonds
ExxonMobil Foundation
Jack Fields and Melissa Kevorkian
Barb & Burney Fischer
Gwen Florida
John and Elizabeth Gallman
George Gardner and Leslie Cole
Nancy and Terry Gehlhausen
Doug and Blue Geiger
Jeannine Gilles
Green and Green Stone, a component fund of
the Community Foundation of
Bloomington and Monroe County
Jan Greenwood
Daniel Handel
Steve Heeger
Harv Hegarty
David A. Hillman, O.D.
Catharine Hoff and Richard Hvale
Bill and LuAnne Holladay
John and Christina Hurlow
Indiana Native Plant Society (INPS)
J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons, LLC
Ruth Johnson*
George and Cathy Korinek
Kroger
Laughing Planet Cafe, Village Deli, and Soma
Coffeehouse
Melissa and George Libal
Local First Bloomington
Alice Lorenz
Danielle and Stephen Lucas
Andrea and Justin Lutz
Tamara McCandless
Beverly McGahey
Kathy and Patrick McManus
Jeff Mease
David Meyer and Cynthia Neidhart
Monroe County Community School Corporation
Nina Mason Pulliam Charitable Trust
Scott O'Bryan and Gillian Field
Angela Parker
Jay and Sally Peacock
Stephen and Jill Popolizio
Bob Ralston
Jim and Sheryl Richards
Bluespring Caverns Park
Austin Roach
Emily Rosolowski and Jason Kasza

$500 to $999
Anonymous (3)
Sarah Baumgart & Bill Lozowski
John Branigin and Eric Branigin
Andrea Lutz Homes, LLC.
Anne E. Bright
Cardinal Spirits
Culver Family Foundation
Dayton Foundation Depository, Inc.
Designscape Horticultural Services
Libby and Bob DeVoe

7
Raymond and Rita Rust, Jr.
Carol M. Seaman
Mark and Kathy Sheehan
Randall Shepard and Amy MacDonell
Brian and Angie Shockney
Nancy Stewart
Paul and Susie Sullivan
Melinda Swenson and Carol McCord
Susan and Macklin Thomas
Paula and Fred Tolle
Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Columbus
Bridgett Vohland
John and Susan West
John and Linda Whikehart
Randy and Linda Williamson
Myriam Revel Wood
Loren and Lindsay Wood

$250 to $499
AmazonSmile Foundation
Terry and Lisa Amsler
Anonymous
A. James Barnes and Sarah Jane Hughes
Keith and Ruth Barnhardt
Brian Besser
Bikesmiths
Bill C. Brown Associates - Ron Remak, General Agent
Bonnie and John Bittner
Shirley Boardman
Stephen and Kath Briscoe
Liz Brownlee
Julie Auger and Yves Brun
Yves Brun
Jay and Ellen Carter
Terrill Cosgray and Joseph Boes
Susan Haislip and Michael Daleke
Diane Dallis and Ed Comentale
Patty Denison
Thomas G Doak
Susan and Tom Dyar
Frank M. and Barbara E. Dye
Allen and Marian England
Jim and Andrea Ferguson
Jess Gwinn & Maureen Forrest
Candice Foss and Armen Vartian
Martha and William Fox
Tom Frohman and Cynthia Moriarty
Shane and Taji Gibson

Henry Gray
William H. Hays, III
Julia Heiman
Susan and Jim Hengeveld
Dan and Beth Henkel
Sandra Hernshaw
Jan Hillier and Craig Hamilton
Walter E. Hoffmann and Ann L. Johnson
Hank Huffman and Ellen Jacquart
Wanda Jones and Jay Charon
John and Linda Kahle
Karisha Kirk and Jack Urrutia
Yvonne Lai and Kenneth Mackie
Lennon Family
Michael Litwin and Mary Blizzard
Polly Lybrook and Mick Parker
Rick Malad
Dan and Linda McNabb
Scott and Jan Mills
Marsha Minton
Nancy Mitchell
Patrick and Glenda Murray
Bob and Cheryl Musgrave
Judge Edward W. Najam, Jr.
Grace and Mark Newduk
Alicia & Bill Nolan
Kathy Oakley
Nancy Owen
David Owen
Nathan Pate and Janet Kennedy
Dan and Tina Peterson
Patrick and Jenny Petro
Harriet Pfister
Reza Pishgahi and Lois Hutter-Pishgahi
Brenda and Franklin Prosser
Daniel and Elizabeth Rademacher
Linda Raymond and Michael Cain
Cynthia Reichard
Thayr and Virginia Richey
Bledsoe Riggert Cooper James
Highland Park Elementary School
David and Beth Rupp
Joe Ryan
Dr. and Mrs. Chester Rycroft
Jack and Lana Scherer
Alex Schmitt
Dick Schutte
Jim and Lisa Shanahan
Janette and William Shetter
Marion Sinclair
Cathie Smith
Mona and Robert Sternfeld
Mark Stoops
Teal Strabbing
Amy and Bob Tank
John and Kirstie Tiernan
Loretta Vinson
Martha Wailes
Moira Wedekind and Laddie Derenchuk
Don and Wendy Wertz
Jack and Linda Wescott
Michael & Gwen White
Helen Wiesler
Bob and Karen Worley
YourCause, LLC
Charlotte Zietlow

$100 to $249
Charles and Kathy Aiken
Ralph and Debbie All
Rudy and Joanne Allee
Allstate Giving Campaign
Anonymous (9)
Kathy Avers and Dan DeBard
Ruth Aydt and Von Welch
Mike & Beverly Baker
Arthur and Silas Banks
Clark, Molly, and Finnegan Barwick
Jennifer Bass and Michael Hamburger
Jace and Kendra Bauer
Edith Beckman
David and Ingrid Beery
Cyrus and Helga Behroozi
Richard and Joyce Bender
Mary A. Bent
Phil and Ruthann Berck
Charlie and Debbie Betz
Tony Bianchi
Leslie Bishop and Jeff Hyman
Jeffrey and Becky Bloomgarden
Patrick Bogan
Tal and Betsy Bosin
Bennett and Cynthia Brabson
Marsha Bradford
Sally Brann and Dianne Mitchell
Pat Brantlinger
Tom Breyer
Kevin and Laura Brown
Lewis Brown

Peter Burkholder and Doug McKinney
Doris Jean Burton
Christopher Bustos
Anne Butsch
Roland and Sue Bydlon
John Byers
Danny and Patty Callison
D.T. Campbell
Margaret and Christopher Campbell
Capriole, Inc.
Kelly Carson
Bruce Lilly and Kitch Carter
Lee and Pat Casebere
Joan and Ross Cecil
Daniel and Connie Clark
William Clemens
Natalie and Tim Colvin
Ann Connors
Kim and Kevin Cook
Mallor Grodner
Chris and Teresa Craft
Ray Crittenden
Margaret Cummins-Schaefer
Eve and Sam Cusack
Doug and DeeDee Dayhoff
Dan Derheimer
Jim Diehl
David and Kathy Dilcher
Eleanore Dodge
Erika Dowell and James Morrison
Barbara Duffey
Cindy and Tom Duffy
Michael and Sally Dunn
John and Sybil Eakin
Richard and Ginny Elder
Elliott Company
John and Linda Sue Ellis
Ron and Camille Ennis
Robert Eno
James and Lynette Farless
Stephen Feely
James and Joan Ferguson
Jacqueline Fernette and David Pesel
Dylan Finley
Christi Fisher
Flynn-Wittmann Family
Momi and Norbert
Anne Fraker
Friendly Beasts Cider Company
Casey Fredericks
Sara Frommer
Tomas Fuentes-Rohwer
Nancy Callaway Fyffe
Tom Gallagher
James and Ann Gallagher
Dirk and Becky Gard
Michael and Donna Gentile
Sigrid Gentile-Chambers and Dave Chambers
Sean Gillenwater and Liz Krzesniak
Kia Gillette
Nathan Gillette
Debbie Goedde
Karen and Rich Gotshall
Stephen C. and Vera S. Grubbs
Donna Hackney
Chun-Fang Bettina Hahn
Charles and Sandra Hainz
T.A. Hall
Dave and Mary Hall
Michael and Heather Hall
Jo and Steve Ham
Roger Hangarter
Kelsey Hanlon and Justin Roddye
John and Jeanne Hannan
Elizabeth Hanson
Gail Hardy
Jo Hargesheimer
LD and Cristie Harry
J.A. Hartenfeld and Jen Robinson
Margaret Harter
Susan N. Hathaway
Elspeth Hayden and Corey Tarbell
Ned Heeger-Brehm
Dawn Hewitt
Linda Higginbotham and Brad Leftwich
Deborah B. Hill
Valda Hillery
Sherry Holliday and Eric Mitter
Rob and Joan Hongen
Katherine Hopkins
Debbie Horan
Larry
Dave and Mary Hudak
Bruce Jaffee
Jerry and Lynette James
Karen and Roger Innes
Jerry and Laura Jeseph
Sally Jones and Frank Young
Karen and Jeff Jones
Vern and B Watt Jorck
Al and Julie Kamarauskas
Martin and Linda Kaplan
Kate and Chris
Sam and Phyllis Kazdan
John T. Keith and Susan J. Yoon
Jeannie and Jerry Kellam
Michael and Jan Kelley
Iza and Padraic Kenney
Leah Ketcham
Iris Fabius Kiesling
Monica F. Kindraka-Jensen & Pennfield Jensen
Bob and Connie Kinkle
Matt & Julie Kirr
Jeff and Lily Kleinlein
Peter Kloosterman
Edward and Mary D. Krome
Samantha Kate Lane & Brandon Scott Farley
Christy & Chad Langley
David and Sharon Larson
Joan B. Lauer
Charlie and Jennifer Laughlin
Judy Lawrence
John and Carrie Lawrence
Stine Levy
Bob Libal and Meg Halpin
John and Karen Lindsey
James and Marybeth Lodato
Dan and Beth Lodge-Rigal
Guy and Connie Loftman
William and Cindy Lonnberg
Jim and Jeanne Madison
Jan and Noma Maier
Bloomington Conversation Club
Janet McCabe and Jon Laramore
Sandy and Betty
Vicky Meretsky
Phil and Jackie Merk
A. Metzger
The Millers
Jim Mitchell
Gary R Morrison & Linda J Ritter
Tom and Rose Mosley
James and Rowena Mount
Chris Myers and Scott Stephenson
Betty Rose Nagle
Jeremy Nation and Rebecca Swanson
Kathy Neal
Joanna Nizynska
David and Martha Nord
Jeane Novotny
Emily Okada and Bernie Ringwald
Jerad and Tiffany Oren
Mary Lou Orr
Marie Otteson-Jones
Karen Pacific and David Shipley
Jerry Pagac
Anne and Gary Palmer
Rita Paschke
Susan Patton
Charlotte Paul
Lawrence Pejeau
Dave and Beth Perney
Charles and Linda Pickle
Matt Pierce
Emilie Pinkston
K Pitken & K Larsen
David Porter
Keely Porter and Kim Haywood-Pfender
Primal Wear
Eric and Martha Reek
Jim and Lynn Renne
Marylou Renshaw
Barbara Restle
Robin Reynolds and Vanessa Reece
Christina Rhoads and Mark Lauchli
St. David’s Episcopal Church
Bonnie B. Riggins
Paula Riggs
Carroll and Martha Ritter
Chuck and Brenda Roach
Heather Robinson
Rogers Law LLC
Stephen Rose
Paul and Mary Ellen Rothrock
Samuel Russo
Mark and Debra Ryan
Bill Ryan and Lynn Bledsoe
David Sabbagh
Brett and Nicole Satkamp
Jim and Helen Sauer
Kathleen Saunders
James and Deborah Schade
Hannah Schertz
Lois and Jack Schmidt
Judy Schroeder and Ed Mongoven
Hutch and Kevina Schumaker II
Peter Schwandt and Dixie Welch
Randy and Jeanie Scofield
John and Lisa Scully
Steve Seitzinger
David and Suzanne Shaw
James Shearn and Scott Loman
Larry and Linda Sherfick
Patricia and Nathan Shier
Catherine Shipp
Brent and Linda Sievers
Ryan and Heather Singleton
Julia and William Slaymaker
Eliot and Pamela Smith
Linda B. Smith
Elizabeth Smith and James Ganey
Gordon L. Smith
Karen S. Smith
Cindy Somers and Dan Griffin
Rebecca Stanze
State Employees’ Community Campaign
Dwight and Penny Stauffer
Laurence and Judith Steenberg
Gary and Anne Steigerwald
Jenny Stephens and Kevin Robling
Phil and Donna Stevens
Julie and Kent Stoelting
Carney and Dorothyann Strange
Tim and Sarah Street
Mary Strow
Stumpner’s Building Services
Helen Sturbaum
Flower Lane Garden Club
Thomas Talbert
Dan Taylor
Beverly Teach
Lenore Tedesco and Nancy Fribley
Bruce Thomason and Kris Medic
Cynthia and Jeffrey Thompson
Dwight Thompson
Tom
Richard Torstrick and Mary Ann Williams
Betty Tuttle
Brad and Terri
Unionville Elementary School
United Way of Bartholomew Co.
Vallonia State Nursery
James and Marti Vanada
Rachel K. Varon
Wagner Forestry LLC
Carolyn Waldron
Andy Walter and Jo Banks
Scott and Pamela Walters
Bill and Ann Walters
Sherry Lynne Watkins
Beverly Watkins
Josh, Bre, Bret and Joanna Watkins
Bailey & Weiler Design/Build
Gary Wiggins
Kate and Jim Wiltz
Richard and Pamela Winegarden
Larry and Mary Wise
Tom and Sara Wood
Sheryl Woodhouse
Jonathan and Mandy Yates
Kay and George Yatskievych
Laura Weinland Young and Richard Young
Ron Zimmerman
Judy Zimmerman
Charly and Martha Zuppann

$40 to $99
Barnaby Aaron
Ben and Jamie Ackerman
Jim and Julie Akard
Regina and Alan Akin
Danise and Mat Alano-Martin
Lily Albright
Megan and Zech Algood
Carole and Ray Allen
Annette Alpert and Darrell Haile
Ann Ames
Brant Anderson
Judith Anderson
Ursula Andrews
Anonymous (15)
Gary Arbeiter
Matt and Megan Armes
Bill and Kathy Armstrong
Amber Arseneaux
Barb and Alan Backler
Stephen and Candace Bailey
Diane and Doug Bancel
Kristine and Larry Barnhill
Anne Barnhorst
Laurie and Dal Barrett
Julie Barrow
Brad Barry
William and Jennifer Bartek
John and Susan Hollis Bassett
Ned and Kristi Baugh
Bill Baus
Chuck Beckett
Vanita Bell
Sandy and Jeffrey Belth
Robert & Darla Bent
Benton
Bernadette
The Bickel Family
Stephanie Biehn and David Daleke
Michael Bird
Lisa Birkbecker
Charlie Blake
Bloomington Jewish Community
Bloomington Montessori School
Lynn Bochart
Darrell and Kathleen Boggess
Bob Bolin
David and Chris Bolis
Lily Bonwich and Gerard Pannekoek
Richard and Kathyrn Bonyman
Jeffrey Stant and Mary Bookwalter
Kathy Boone
Judy Borron
Russell and Bonnie Boulding
Charles G. Bowman
Peggy Brown
Paul Brown & Mary Ann Verkamp
Bonnie Brownlee
Janet Bruner
Kate Bryant
Scott Burgins & Andrea Murray
Martin and Barbara Burkhead
Teresa Camarillo-Mandell
Harold and Carol Cameron
Brynn Canary
James Capshew
Karina Cardella
Luke & Jessica Carie
Dia Carter
Joyce Jordan Cassal
Kerry and Cristy Catt
Kevin Cerrar
George Cesnik
Emily Cessna
Stuart and Deborah Chadde
Sally and Brent Chapman
Charlie
Sue Childress
James Chiplis and Pamela Wasmer
Terry and Jamie Clark
Ron and Joanna Clees
Chet Klere
Sherry Knighton-Schwandt and Thomas Schwandt
Donald and Linda Knotts
Anna Knust
Margaret and Fred Knust
Charles and Sigrid Koch
Cheryl and Ricardo Martinez
Ashley Howell and Andrew Koop
Jim Krause and Anne Hurley
Ivan Kreilkamp & Sarah Pearce
Ted & Melissa Kunkel
Stephanie Hyten LaFontaine
Moon Stones
Jayne Langan and Don Miller
Sara and Tim Laughlin
Julia Karin Lawson
Gay Lawson and Bill Kent
Richard, Ann, and Elizabeth LeDuc
Teresa Leibfreid Kydlil
Chad and Jennifer Lewis
Mitzi Lewison
Amy Lifton
Lisa
Kim Lively
Marcia and Tim Lloyd
Mike Lodato
Logan Family
Lorraine Low
Julie Lowe
Christine and Donald Lundberg
Andy and Amber Lynch
Patrick and Annie Main
Betsy and Jerry Mandell
George and Rebecca Mankowski
Priscilla and Bill Manwaring
Scott and Mary Mapes
Donna Marcus
Morton Marcus
Martha Marmouze
Julie and John Martin
Nancy Martin
Tammy Mathew
Patrick K. McAleer
Tamara McCandless
Rebecca McCandless
Kathleen McClain
Eli McCormick
Bill and Valerie McCoy
Laura And Kevin McCracken

Danny A. McDowell
Judy McIntosh
Nan McKinley
Linda McQueary
Suse and Patrick Medland
Arthur John Mehrle III
Cathy Meyer
Marcia Meyer
Michael and Catherine
Microsoft
Mike
Debbie Miller
Suellen Miller
Susan and Dave Miller
Louis and Norma Miller
Jason and Amanda Millican
Ellen Mills
Kelly and Scott Misheikis
Mrs. Misheikis’s classroom 105
James and Theresa Mitchell
Eric and Linda Mjolsnes
David and Cheryl Moeller
Denise R Molohon
Mom
Montessori Academy Elementary
Gregory Moore
Sarah Mosier and John Vanore
Mr. Copy, Inc.
Rebecca L. Mueller
Kate Mulligan
Daniel Murphy
Vicky Myers
Lindsay Nash and Eric Deutkowski
Victoria Nelson
Mitzi Streepey and Craig E. Nelson
Carrie Newcomer and Robert Meitus
Christopher Newman
Bill and Lucy Nicksin
Kristin and Steven Nicola
Tim and Ann Niednagel
Andrea and Dimitar Nikolova
Derek and Sarah Nimetz
Michael Noth
Dale and Isabel Nowlin
Lee O’Brien
Brian and Molly O’Donnell
Kate Ogilvy Lynch
Elinor Okada
Christy Olson
Brian and Ann O'Neill
Amy Osajima
Clare and Greg Oskay
Dave and Sherrie Owens
Kevin Pace
Sandy and Drew Packman
Rick Parker and Susan Huppert
Lucie Parker
Niles Parker
Charlie and Pat Parmenter
Jill and Jack Patrick
Marilyn Patterson
Payne Family
Charles and Cordah Pearce
Bound Feathers
James A. Peterson
Alison Pitt
Patti Pizzo
Dan and Michele Pollock
Saretta Pope and Jeremiah Rounds
Marne Potter
Frone and Ron Powell
Jay and Joni Powell
Ian and Carly Powell
Richard and Marion Powell
James Powers
Daniel Pratter and Lillette Wood
Avram Primack
Josh Pugh
Nancy and Bob Pulley
Judy and Tom Quanty
Räke Cabinet & Surface Solutions
Tonda Radewan
James Rains
Rick Rains
Sylvia Randich
Amy Ransford
Katy and Ken Ratcliff
Mary Ray
Tom Rea
Mary Carol and Dennis Reardon
Jason Reffett
Kay Reglein
David and Aldona Reid
Kevin L. Reitz
Alan and Denise Resnik
Terry Reynolds
Yvonne Rhoades
Carol and Jim Rice
Leigh Richey
Keith and Amanda Roach
Edward L. Robbins
Claire Roberson
Roxanne Rogers
Rogers Elementary School, Mrs. Creek’s 2nd Grade Class
Lyman K. Roll
Patriciaann Romine
James and Mara-Lea Rosenbarger
Eric and Katie Rosin
Judith and James Royster
Wendy Rubin
Robin and Steve Gilbert
John Rupp and Karen Hallett-Rupp
Steve and Andrea Sacro
Glenn and Tina Sampson
Deborra Sanders and Willowbei Eversole
Emily Sanders
David and Jane Savage
Catie Schamel
Peter Schmeckebier
Cindy and Herman Schmitt
Scott & Nancy Schmutzler
Allison Schnable
Kenny and Flora Schneider
Ed and Lise Schools
Drew and Margie Schrader
Eve Schultes-Ridge and Eric Ridge
Matt Schulz
Kimberly Schwant
Phyllis Schwitzer
M. Scott
Abby and Richard Seifers
Amina Shabani
Gus and Connie Shakalis
John Sharpnack
David M. Shaw
Angie Shelton
Michael Shermis
Tim Shier
Sam and Allison Shoaf
Jim and Beth Silberstein
Ruth and Dave Simcox
Crystal Ritter and Andrew Simmons
Anonymous
Yvonne Sippel
Becky Skeel
Sydley Skolnik
Ingrid Skoog, Art of Connection
Rich and Patti Slabach
George and Anne Sly
Small World Pruning LLC
Kathleen Smith & Mark Napier
Marietta Smith
Matt and Rachel Smith
Susan Snider Salmon and Glen Salmon
John Brent Sohn
Sharon and Charles Sorenson
Carol South
David Polly and Rebecca Spang
Bret and Ellee Spier
Donna Stanley
Paula D Stapley
Janet Stavropoulos and Michael Molenda
Christopher Stearly
Jerry and Anne Steele
Volker Stern
John Sternfeld
John Stetter
Steve and Lori
Jim Stowers and Anne Bartlett
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